Advanced Sentence Correction 5 - Answers

Directions: Correct the errors in the following sentences. One sentence does not have any errors.

Example: Tomorro we will be goin to Toms birthday party. →

Tomorrow, we will be going to Tom’s birthday party.

1. Do Mary know when Mark gonna arrive. →

Does Mary know when Mark is going to arrive?

2. In five minits I will had been working for ten hours. →

In five minutes, I will have been working for ten hours.

3. I will like more tea she said to the server. →

“\textit{I would} like more tea,” she said to the server.

4. if he try hard enuf, Bill can become an actor some day. →

If he tries hard enough, Bill could become an actor some day.

5. Today is thursday october eleven 1965. →

Today is Thursday, October eleventh, 1965.

6. I simply cannot wait to get there! →

I simply cannot wait to get there! (no correction necessary)